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tered through the town from the north and held the houses on
that side of the stream. Two bridges over the Marne linked
Chateau-Thierry, north and south, and it was imperative to
prevent the Germans from crossing.
Paul Scott Mowrer of the Chicago Daily News and I were
the newspaper observers. Our minds were not on Americans
at all We were gathering local color, which we intended to
cable that night, supplementing information contained in the
official communique. Two routes led into Dormans, one
paralleling the river along the main street, and another
descending sharply from the rolling, wood-covered hills
above. The latter route passed directly across the main street
to the bridge, an ancient fifty-yard-long, suspension affair.
Beyond lay the north bank of the Marne,
Leaving headquarters that morning we had intended to
go as far as possible and near enough to observe events, but
not at the risk of capture. Our chauffeur, a French poilu,
was so advised, and acted accordingly. Our car was a staff
Renault, painted battleship gray and bearing the usual mili-
tary numerals. It was headed down the steep hill, and it came
to a crunching halt on the bridge before we discovered any-
thing wrong.
There were Germans with machine-guns at the far end of
that bridge* We expected a well-directed stream of hot lead
at any moment. Our chauffeur, with the quick wit of his
race* shifted his gears to reverse, The car moved backward
with a roar. Yet no fire. It gathered speed and still the enemy
machine-gunners hesitated. Like a frightened crab our
Renault scuttled backwards up the hill and took cover behind
the friendly fringe of trees. We scrambled out* taking per-
sonal cover in the ditches at the roadside, Still the expected
sputter of machine-guns did not come. The element of sur-

